Technical Writer, Atraxo Consulting & Development 
Societate În Comandită - Loc de munca - eJobs

Candidatul ideal

We have been developing leading software solutions for the global aviation industry for over 10 years. We deliver state-of-the-art software solutions, which are mature, easy-to-use and comprehensive. We successfully apply agile methodologies and believe that quality is everyone’s responsibility in the organization. We are passionate about great software.

As a Technical Writer you are in the center of Agile software development teams. You work closely with Developers, Testers and Product Owners. You write step-by-step instructions, configuration guidance, integrated into a collaborative platform. You test our software and keep track of changes. You can adapt to the in-house solutions but you can also be innovative. You can carry out repetitive tasks but you are also creative.

We offer you global opportunities and the chance to work in a friendly, yet challenging, environment, as part of a team able to build large-scale, world class enterprise systems. We are willing to share with you our passion for great software.

Descrierea jobului

Requirements
• Solid knowledge of English (university degree or certification)
• Technical background, able to understand new technologies
• Ability to analyze, synthesize and provide clear instructions
• Team-oriented but also independent
• A portfolio accessible online (translations from/into English, helps or user manuals)

Descrierea companiei

FuelPlus Group is a German-based professional software development company focused on Oracle databases, Microsoft software development and Java integration. FuelPlus offers comprehensive project solutions including detailed project analysis, OOP based coding and server administration. FuelPlus worked closely with industry-leading airlines and aviation fuel suppliers and resellers to develop fuel management products. The FuelPlus platform is now the most comprehensive aviation fuel management system on the market and is used by nearly 40 airlines on 4 continents. Approximately 25% of the world’s aviation jet fuel is
managed in FuelPlus installations.
With over ten years of experience FuelPlus helps organizations improve their business to get more from information technology. By combining expert domain knowledge with offshore cost advantages FuelPlus provides dedicated services at every stage of the project – from the initial specification to development, deployment and support.